
In our last column we suggested
that the perfect quiver for car-
rying your extra arrows has not

yet been invented.  The good news is that in today’s
archery business we have quite a selection of specialized
quivers to offer our customers.  Just as we are all differ-
ent, we’re all attracted to various types of quivers.  No
one size fits all here!

Bow quivers may dominate the market, but there are

many other quivers for traditional archers to choose
from.  Different situations call for different tools and
solutions.

For instance, how many hammers do you own?  If
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Back and Side Quivers
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supplies, we offer thousands of top quality, in stock, ready to ship products. We will help you determine
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When reaching for an arrow, don’t lean back; instead slightly
roll your shoulder forward as shown in both views here.
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your home is like ours, you have several; one or more 16
oz claw hammers, a 22 oz framing hammer, a ball-peen
hammer (or two), a tack hammer, and probably even a
sledgehammer.  Just like there are different hammers for
different applications, there are different quivers.
Certainly bow quivers are very universal, but there are
times when back quivers or side quivers may be the best
choice in a given situation.

Fortunately, there are many kinds of quivers avail-
able for traditional archers to choose from.  Ask any
long-time traditional bowhunter about quivers and
you’ll find that they own at least three to four of them.
Our focus today is on back quivers and over the shoulder
side quivers.  

The oldest and most popular quiver in traditional
circles is the back quiver.  Nothing evokes a sense of con-
nection with the archers of old like grabbing your long-
bow and slipping into your well-worn, battle-scarred
back quiver.  Nostalgia aside, back quivers are actually an
excellent choice for carrying arrows.  They’re very practi-
cal, sturdy, and relatively simple in construction.

They’ve survived for thousands of years, so there must be
something to them.  They keep your arrows within arms
reach and have a look so authentic you can hardly help

but walk with a little
extra spring in your
step when wearing one.
With bow in hand all
you have is a bow.  Add
your fully loaded back
quiver and your have
“bow and arrows”, a
powerful and lethal
combination.  Back
quivers are not general-
ly used for hunting any
more, but more for tar-
get archery and field
shooting.  Many 3-D
shooters and recre-
ational shooters prefer
the look and utility of
the back quiver.  This
expands your target
audience and increases
quiver sales.

Let’s take a
moment to discuss
how to use a back

Suede leather is less expensive and easier to sew than full grain
or top grain leather, so Neet Products can offer an excellent
value with their back quiver pictured above.

Dave’s Fletching has been
selling the “Rover” back
quiver for over 20 years.
The classic lines and hand-
laced design has made it
our best selling back
quiver ever.

If looking for a “top shelf”
back quiver with excellent
workmanship, consider the
“Royal” from Tim Able.
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quiver.  They can be a little tricky at first.  Learning
to remove arrows from a back quiver comes after a
bit of trail and error.  The technique is simple to
learn, it’s just not a natural movement until you’ve
practiced it a bit.  A right handed archer positions
the opening of the back quiver at his right shoulder.
The right hand is used for drawing out the arrows.
Start with a simple turn of the head to the right so
you can see the arrows.  Follow that with a leaning
forward with the quiver-side shoulder as you reach
up and over with the corresponding right hand.
Some people reach down and around with their
bow hand and push the bottom of the quiver up
slightly as they draw the arrow with their opposite
hand.  Howard Hill, one of the greatest traditional
archers of all time, used this technique.  In the
beginning, as you turn to the right, you’ll be tempt-
ed to allow your entire body to twist right.  Don’t.  If
you do, you’ll look like a puppy chasing its tail as
you spin in circles, arrows always just out of your
reach.  

Once you have mastered pulling arrows out of a
quiver, you’ll need to learn how to put them back.
The easiest method is to grab the arrow several inch-
es below the feathers, at just about the half way mark.
Once again twist your head to the right until you can
see the top of the quiver.  Allow the arrow to pivot
back in your hand until the tip (point) enters the
mouth of the quiver.  Once the tip is in, push the
arrow down slightly and then let it go.  At that point it

should slide
into place
inside the
quiver.

Pick a time
when no one is
around to
watch you and
practice.  Grab
a back quiver
full of arrows
and give it a
try.  As a store-
owner you
should prac-
tice pulling
arrows out of
and putting
them back into
back quivers
so you can
r e a d i l y

demonstrate to your customers how easy it really is
once you get used to it.  A little demo like that can
help close a sale and keep the word about your excel-
lent one-on-one service spreading. 

Back quivers fall into two main categories that
we’ll call “handcrafted” and “factory”.  Handcrafted
back quivers range from the very simple and func-
tional to fancy and exotic.  They’re generally made
from top quality leather and are very well finished.
It’s surprising how many of these we sell and it just
goes to show you that people are willing to spend
extra money to get hand made quality.  One fine
example of a hand crafted quiver would be the
“Royal” back quiver by Tim Able.  

The “Royal” shows excellent craftsmanship and
utilizes high quality leather in an innovative design.
It’s a “top shelf” back quiver popular with those who
want the best.  Another example of a quality hand-
crafted back quiver is also our best selling back quiver
of all time.  It’s the “Rover” by Dave Dyer.  The “Rover”

10 sizes, solid colors and a new Phase 3
Barred that's the most realistic ever!

(Inquire at your distributor)

The convenient
“Mini-Cat”
quiver, from
Rancho Safari,
with its single or
double strap
configuration
allows many
forms of carry.
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is an all-leather, hand-laced affair with a rolled top and
antler accent piece.  It’s simple, functional, and reason-
ably priced.  

There are many “factory” back quivers available on
the market today.  Our favorite is the “Neet Back Quiver”
from Neet Products.  It sports real suede leather, an
accessory pouch, and a three-way shoulder strap that
helps keep it in place.  These are a good choice for the
newcomer to traditional archery.

Back quivers are here to stay and it’s the wise store-
owner who keeps a selection on hand for their tradition-
al customers.

Side quivers are another “over the shoulder” solution
that have really come on strong in the last few years.
With so many bowhunters using backpacks or carrying
treestands on their backs and still wanting to keep their
arrows off of their bows, the need for an alternative
arrow carrying system that keeps the arrows handy but
off the back is severe.  This makes them prime candi-
dates for an alternative quiver choice like side quivers.

Side quivers are recent developments and are actual-

ly too new to be
strictly catego-
rized.  For our
purposes side
quivers are any
quivers designed
for over the
shoulder use and
are not back
quivers.  Two
examples that
have been on the
scene for many
years are the
“Side Stalker”
and the “HH Side
Quiver”, both by
Jack Bowers.
These quivers
hold hunting,
target, and small
game arrows
equally well and
are crafted from
fine Latigo
leather.  Their
quality leather
c o n s t r u c t i o n
ensures that
they’ll last for
several lifetimes.
They are very
popular with
hunters and
r e c r e a t i o n a l
shooters alike
and that makes
them strong sell-
ers.  

Next in line is
a name we are all

The “HH”
quiver, from
Jack Bowers,
is very popu-
lar with tradi-
tional
bowhunters.
The all leather
body with
fleece lining is
quiet during
your stalk.

Circle 212 on Response Card

The “Hunting Bag” quiver, from
German Ridge, offers convenient
storage of small accessory items
and keeps your arrows handy at
all times.
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familiar with, Rancho Safari.  They offer a versatile side
quiver called the “Mini-Cat” quiver.  As the name sug-
gests it is a mini-version of their ever-popular center of
the back “Cat Quivers”, but the mini-cat is designed to be
worn over one shoulder.  It’s adjustable for all arrow
lengths and convertible for right or left handed shooters
making it a good seller.  

Three newcomers to the field are the “Bushmaster”
from Simmons Systems, the “Sidekick” from Great
Northern, and the “Shoulder Quiver & Hunting Bag”
combo from German Ridge.  The “Bushmaster” five-
arrow quiver is very unique in that it incorporates a
rotary system within a hard shell tube to dispense your
arrows.  The hard tube is covered in a tough camo mate-
rial and the arrows are housed in foam holders that spin
inside the tube allowing easy access to one arrow at a
time.  A side benefit of this quiver is the extreme protec-
tion of your feathers.  This quiver has been popular with
those hunting out west but is catching on now in the
eastern woodlands.  

The Great Northern “Sidekick” is feather-light yet
rugged and able to take a beating.  Holding five arrows
and adjustable for right or left handed shooters, this is a
side quiver that’s hard to beat.  It is especially well-suited
to those who may be going
deep into the woods to hunt
and who need to watch
every ounce of extra weight.
Whether shooting broad-
heads or judos the
“Sidekick” is an excellent
choice.  

The “Shoulder Quiver &
Hunting Bag” is really a
four-arrow bow quiver
attached to a nice leather
accessory bag.  You get the
convenience of being able
to carry the little extras you
always need when hunting
in the same bag your quiver
is attached to.  This one is
popular with those who
enjoy walking the woods
slowly in pursuit of white-
tails.  

Side quiver sales are
strong, and it’s no wonder.
They’re a versatile alterna-
tive to bow and back quiv-
ers.

When using a side quiver you have the advantage of
your arrows being close by. Very little movement is need-
ed to remove an arrow and have it ready for that shot.
This alone is a good selling point.

Where do you carry your arrows?  What’s on your
back?  What’s on your bow?  It’s a tough call sometimes
but thankfully we have many choices when it comes to
quivers.  Just like hammers, there’s no one perfect quiver
for all situations.  Archers and bowhunters need more
than one style quiver.  If there’s a need, it’s up to stores
like yours to fill it.  Make sure when your customers
come in looking for quiver choices that fit their needs,
you offer them a selection that includes back quivers and
side quivers for the traditional bowhunter.

For more information contact: 3Rivers Archery, PO
Box 517 Ashley IN  46705, 260.587.9501,
o@3RiversArchery.com, or check us out on-line at
3RiversArchery.com

ABOUT THE COLUMNISTS: A former tool and die
maker who is no stranger to precision work, Karch spent
three years working full time as a bowyer before he and
wife Sandie purchased 3Rivers Archery. Running the busi-
ness has given him a unique perspective on the traditional

side of the archery industry. Todd Smith lived in
Alaska for sev-
eral years and
trained under
master fletcher
John Dodge,
well known for
making some of
the finest cedar
arrows ever
offered. From
1988 to now,
Todd has been
the "Right
Hand Man" at
the Ashley,
Indiana distrib-
utor. 

The
“Bushmaster”
quiver, from
Simmons Systems,
is a rigid, one-of-
a-kind design that
protects your
arrows from top to
bottom.

The guys at the Great
Northern Bowhunting
Company launched a win-
ner when they released
their “Sidekick” over-the-
shoulder quiver.
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“The best thing to happen to archery since 
the invention of the compound bow.”

Crazy Horse Archery

Genesis Technology™ eliminates let-off,   
thereby eliminating specific draw length, 

so that anyone can shoot the same bow.

• Kids can’t outgrow it –
because there is no 
specific draw length 

• It’s simple to buy –
no need to measure 
or fit for draw length 

• It’s easy to shoot –
beginners won’t 
develop bad habits 
because the draw 
length is always right

Genesis
®

Technology
™

Everyone can shoot the same bow 

The Genesis®bow was designed to introduce
beginners to archery. Thanks to Genesis®

Technology,TM it fits virtually everyone 
• No specific draw length (fits 15" to 30") 

• Set at 20 lbs., it performs like 
a 35 lb. recurve 

• All the advantages 
of single-cam 
technology

Any bow can 
shoot an arrow...
The Genesis®bow
changes lives! 
The Genesis bow is the bow
schools use in the National
Archery in the Schools Program.
Over 200,000 students have
been introduced to archery
through NASP. More importantly,
archery has proven to have a
profound impact on students 
and educators alike... 

“It is such a joy to see kids learning, 
developing skills, getting involved, and 
having fun. There is absolutely no down-
side to this program. Any school not 
offering this to their children is missing 
a golden opportunity.” 
Rich Prewitt – principal 
Whitley County Middle School

“I’ve never had so much fun coaching 
a sport in an educational setting in my 
20-plus years of teaching. I feel we reach
the students academically, socially, 
emotionally, mentally and physically.” 
Tina Davis – athletic director and teacher 
Trigg County Middle School

“For the kids who are not ‘traditional’ 
athletes, you can witness their self-esteem
drastically improve when they experience 
a little success with a Genesis bow.” 
Kyle McKune 
Middle School P.E. Teacher 

“Kids bug me all the time wanting to shoot
the Genesis bows.” 
Scott Ricks 
Middle School P.E. Teacher 

“Schools are discovering [another] big 
benefit of the [National Archery in the
Schools] program. Attendance is higher 
on archery days.” 
Central Kentucky News Journal

The Genesis® bow... The Genesis® bow... 

2035 Riley Road, Sparta, Wisconsin  54656 

(608) 269-1779

For the next generation!

Want to help get archery in your schools? 

Visit www.genesisbow.com

Supporter of
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